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ABSTRACT 

 

This research has the appointments  

(1) to know about the participation of the parties to make substainable Democry in 

Thailand.  

 (2) to solve the problems of the weakness of Democracy in Thailand. 

This research is Document Research and analyzes on Participated Theory and Co-

Benefits (win – win game). Finally the result of research will present by discribtion .The 

result of research is: 

The participation of the parties to be the substainable Democracy is necessary every 

parties (to have members of House of Representatives more than 10 being in the Cabinets by 

proportion,to dissolve the conflicts of politics.They can do their policies to be the 

implementations  which campaigning in election.The important policies must dicide by the 

people so that will be substainable Democracy  in Thailand  which never have before. 

The main problem of conflict in Democracy of Thailand is who have more a half of 

the members of House of Representatives will be the government and the Cabinets.Then they 

can do every policies without hearing Objection of others which is the cause of Opponents 

finally will be the Riot and after that the Army will seize power from the elected 

government.It is always Obeam cycle of Democracy in Thailand since 2475 Buddhist era. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Since 2475 Buddhist Eras which People faculty  had seized the power from King 

Rama 7 and changed to Democracy   who have a voice majority  more than the half of House 

of Representatives then will have been the government and the remainder is the opposition. 

Government can set a policy alone only, the opposition cannot lead the policy that campaigns 

for an election to come a policy that calls the Planted system (Zero Sum) which is the cause 

of split in the House of Representatives which the opposition do not have the participation in 

the policy of the government and will be the cause of new election or , for , oneself gang has 

been the government or the cause of the coup d'etat . since 2475 Buddhist Eras have the coup 

d'etat more than 10 , especially since 2548 – 2557  Buddhist Eras that had 2  times of the 

coup d'etats which was the cause of no cooperations in the opposition  after the established 

movement of the opposition. After of election in 2562 Buddhist Eras it will have the trend of 

chaos in the future as happened in the past (between 2548 – 2557 Buddhist Eras so that we 

cannot have substainable Democracy in Thailand. We must change the idea that stands the 

government from the Planted system (Zero Sum) . 

1. Study problems and obstacles that make the weaked  Democracy  in Thailand   

2. Study the cooperation will of the political party that will make the substainable 

Democracy in Thailand 
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Research scope  

Study only the participation of political parties  that make the substainable Democracy 

in Thailand Area and populations Only the political parties that has members in the House of 

representatives 

 Participation of the parties  are the co- operations of the parties that elect more than 

10 are the government and the Cabinets that set their policies to be the implementations 

which campaigning in election.They must change the political calture from the aggressive 

negotiation ( Zero-Sum ) to be assertive negotiation ( Win-Win ).It is the  Assertive 

Negotiation or the middle way  that  will emphasize with no winning or losing in a 

negotiation,everyone will feel accompanies with in the sense of the gain because everyone 

fell no one exploit others. The important principles are 

1. Every one is the same team no opposite team. 

2.The team will integrate the needs of every one in one. 

3.Listen and ask to understand  the need of every one. 

4.Do it again and again until it will success because it can not success in one time. and 

the way to change may be in the Constitution. 

 Substainable Democracy is to have the election when the House of representations in 

term again and again .Government in the Democracy .  

The character in the government where is the democracy is the government of people , 

by people , and for people that is the speech of  Abraham Lincoln which was the  president 

past of the United States of America. 

The government of people means he comes form the election. 

The government by people means every one can be if the people majority elect him. 

The government  for people means he will do for the happeness of the people in one 

term and the people will  majority elect again. 

Way of democracy life                                                                 

 Important character  might separate to                                                       

 1. Respect the reason more than a person  but  listenning to opinion of the every side , 

for seek the reason and the justice actually TRUE . 

 2. Reasonable compromising , to admit conflict remedy with the peaceful , do not use 

the violence ,listening to the opinion of others , do not persist or push forward the opinion of 

oneself without to give and take correct  and  agree to correct the opinion of oneself if the 

others think that better.                                                                                          3. 

Disciplinary ,always  follow the law of the country  and help to make the law of the country 

has the magical power by don't  infringe arbitrarily  if to have feelings that .                                                      

 4.Public responsibility  which  happen from the feeling of a person in the social that 

is owner of the country , and the country is belong to everybody . by realize that one self has 

to study , live and work because of public, then everyone must dare to  make benefit to the 

return. 

Sustainable                                                                     

 The format of the sustainable that meets the demand of a person in this generation  

don't reduce the demand of a person in next future generation and compromise  the ability 

will  regard to meet the requirement of oneself  , using resource for the development that is so 

long.                                                                                                   

1 the meaning of using resource for the development that is so long  

1.1  It is base on philosophy sufficient economy pillar , personal development has 

the quality , produce expansion  and using or  manage natural resources and the environment 

cleverly , know cherish in using  such as keepping ,  using as long as                                                      

1.2 New using resource generations for the development as long as mean the 

natural resources  and the environment come to use develop the quality of life of a human  , 
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they have quality of a good standard life ,  don't make natural resources or  the environment 

with the efficiency down  or  affect to  the new generation. An element of the development 

that is as long as and do not distrube to the environment of the Earth                                                                                             

Important element bases  for example  an element of the economy , the social and the 

environment , three both of this components will affect to is related , the objective of the 

development that is as long as  following by the idea of  Edward Barbier  the achievement is  

well most but the social can not success in every the components , then have to agree 

decrease the aim in some element increases the aim in other elements , in order that , depend 

on importance arrangement between all elements.                                                                                                   

2. Nature aim base points assets of economy system .                                 

2.1. The expansion goes up in goods production and serve.                               

2.2   necessity foundation reaction of people.                                             

2.3. Problem poorness reductions cause spread income are fair increase.                                                                                 

3 base points this aims will must manage in the trend that s have lasted long according to 

deliver a speech already , in the components of the social , the development that will be as 

long as and locate on the base of 2 a pillar, justice principle , and equality Co-benefits is the 

parties which elect more than 10 can be the govermentand and  Cabinets to set their 

campaigns in the election in the policies and implementions. 

The important principles are 

                1. Every one is the same team no opposite team. 

                2.The team will integrate the needs of every one in one. 

                3.Listen and ask to understand  the need of every one. 

                4.Do it again and again until it will success because it can not success in one time 

The theories that about the research  as follows  

1.Steps - order requirement theory of Maslo (Hieratchy of needs theory, pp.66-67) the 

original theory of human needs about motivation of participation until they success project of 

organization which motivate by hieratchy of  human –needs, Abraham H.Maslow  tell that , 

the requirement of a human has factor requirement differs,  at respectively never-ending  for 

example   

1.1 Base physical requirement and biological is regarded as the factor in 

foundation of everybody human, for the existence and the survival of the life such as food, 

water, warmth, residence, relaxation, liefing down, shiefting waste transfers, and reproduction  

1.2 Requirement stability and safety as  the requirement  is independent of the 

harm in the body,  losing work, the food and the residence, social, affection, and the 

possession,  stay in the social, still want the love, beingowner of other person, feeling  oneself 

is the part of the social which is worthy a member of the group  

1.3 The requirement has to praise , and accept from the social  which   a person 

will be the worth in the other sight  and have general admit to progress and succeed for what 

oneself wish, by realize the latency, skill, the ability of oneself, and born the high confidence 

in oneself   

1.4 The requirement to have the prominent position in the social, (Esteem or 

Status Needs), the next level requirement will be  assemble to go  with the self-confidence  

1.5 The next requirement  will be succeed highest in the life that mean to stay in 

either...or... status that is possible , might can deliver to  be the wish that oneself is more and 

more ,  go up , by everything will that can possibly and success in the highest status.   

2 Theory of 2 factor peaks  (Herzbert's two factors theory, 1959) , get the motivation 

and the health which rebuild the satification in participated working and get outcome of the 

project with 2 factors is   

2.1  Maintenance factor or Hygiene factors is the factor that has influence in 

building unsatification in work which is the external factor  such as the policy and the 
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administration , salary , the stability in the work , commanding , the relation between a person 

, crow work state  

2.2 Motivation factors is the factor that has influence in building satification in 

work which is the internal  factor such as  the individual progress  , challenged work 

character  , success , responsibility praise , and the progress in the work , peaks.  (Herzbert's 

two factors theory, 1959)  

3 Linking Pin function theory of Likkert , in A.C. 1967 Rensis Likkert , institute 

social science director of Micikan  university  mentions about the arranged  organization of 

manner human theory is the Linking pin function theory  concluse that  the organization will 

get the best, a member will must don't perform one's duty in the alone character but preform  

in group work with effective character ,  distinct aim . The administrative section must is 

responsibility in building a effective working group , there is both of connection between 

within organization ,  executive and practice will be in the one group,  at send go up and such 

go  through both of an organization , ( , Siriwan  Sarerar and the team 2542,p 233 - 242) 

4.Bargain with  Win-Win theory 

 It is the  Assertive Negotiation or the middle way  that  will emphasize with no 

winning or losing in a negotiation,everyone will feel accompanies with in the sense of the 

gain because everyone fell no one exploit others. 

5. Sarmsak Wisalaporn (2537,  p 187)  explains about participating  that is a group of 

persons which support the people making benefit in about the activity  , might participating  

in the decided procedure  or  the administrated procedure  and the effect of an organization 

depend on the decided procedure  or  the administrated procedure.  The way in power 

combination is intelligence though and participating of person  in that organization , a person 

will must  involve in the administration to do all one's task in cause that person has the 

commitment that finally build  the activity to the task and the organization. 

The researchs those are concern. 

1.Switzerland  has the government  that  there are  7 persons ( federation counselor ) 

to administrate in the 7 ministry institutes, federated parliament  choose federation counselor,  

the occasion takes a position 4 years., and 1 in 7 will choose to be the  president by federated 

parliament every year. Since  A.C. 1959 until now Switzerland has governed and administrate 

by 4 political pillar party parties, for example, Radical Democratic (RDP)  Party, Social 

Democratic Party (SDP), Christian Democratic People's Party (CDP), and the  Swiss People's 

Party (SVP) which to be fair each minister in each party will receive to allocate position of 

federation counselor are 2 persons except Swiss People's Party , get only 1 person.  

 Every law that allow by the parliament still have no result enforce , by the law , must 

wait for 90  days, in the meantime people has the right to object by petition to accompany 

with  more than 50,000 persons, for, to correct the constitution, by 100,000 peoples.  

2.  Special lecture  of  Mr.Manop  Caiboukom  Head of  Tumbol rongchang, Amphur 

Padad , Chiang Rai for student of politics development politics and election course, when he 

was elected to be the Head of tombon get Kamnan. He invited every elected candidate to  

work with him so that everybody  can get the policy that was the campaigns for an election to 

practice according to promise 

 

 

                                                                   OBJECTIVES 

 

1. The appearanced  participations of the political party that make the substainabled  

Democracy in Thailand.  

2. The problems and obstacles that make weaked Democracy in Thailand. 
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Concepts frame.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 
 

Research regulations 

This research is documentary research by using the process of qualitative research 

with the process of documentary research which study and analyze the imformation from 

document or documentary research by review the concepts,theory and literature that will 

concern. 

The steps sequence of analyze is 

1.Compare the imformation either concepts,theory and the research that will concerns 

for to know the characters which is similar or difference of the imformation 

2. Take the information which is compared to analyze systematically and join together 

to show the important of information and clearing in analyze for writing  the report.The 

information form the study is not use the number but use professional information deep 

description that the result of analyze will show in the characteristics of description to answer 

for the study about the importance,character with participation of political party and the 

substainable Democracy in Thailand. 

 

RESULTS 
 

Analyze, conclude and the suggestion     

Since 2475 Buddhist  Eras Thailand had changed from Absolute  Monarchy to 

Democracy in the parliamentary system which  government will come from the politic party 

or few of politic parties can have members more than a half in Parliament .After that they will 

write the policy without the participation of the opposition( aggressive negotiation) or zero-

sum that it has always causing choes by the opposition ,no matter, the policy  will be good or 

bad which causes the current collapse of the council or coup.Until 2516 Buddhist Eras the 

causing choes moves out Parliament to street by the co-operration of the opposition and the 

masses are established by using violence to oppose until the death of the peotesters causing 

collapse of Democracy and born many dictaters until now.The important cause is the 

Political 

party 

Participate 

and win-win 

theory 

Government 

with more 10 

members 

party 

Substainable 

Democracy 
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govermant in the Parliament system use the Aggressive Negotiation or zero-sum theory to be 

the government and Cabitnets  and create the policies without the participation of the 

opposition so that only the government can get the campaigns on the election in policies but 

the opposition cannot.  

We must change the way to form the government by Aggressive Negotiation or Zero-

Sum theory to Assertive Negotiation or Win-Win theory such as Switzerland, the way of 

Mr.Manop Caiboukom. 

The way is the government and Cabinets will form by the political parties that have 

the members in the House of Representation  more than 10, so that  all of them can get the 

campaigns on the election in the policies and leading to practice for the  total part of the 

people. It will not be the conflicts( may be a little conflict but in control of the government) 

in the House of Representation , the government and cabinets will be in term after that will be 

election again and again so that Democracy will  finally  is substainable It may write in the 

Constitution.    

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The suggestion for the completeness of substainable Democracy after the House of 

Representation agree the law, will have no affect for a period  if the people is no oppose. It 

will have affect such as using in Switzerland that means people will have the participation in 

Democracy. 
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